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While it seems like Kim Kardashian will be famous forever, many people don't know exactly what Kim K. is doing for a living. There are many fans who catch her keeping up with the Kardashians every week. But the wealthy reality star has a lot more going on in her life than appearing on one of the most popular reality shows of all time. It all started with a sex tape of Kim
Kardashian West | Jared Siskin/amfAR/Getty Images The Kardashian family was already making headlines thanks to the late patriarch's family. Why? Robert Kardashian was the lawyer in charge of O.J. during the murder trial. Since the trial is as polarizing as it was, it's no surprise that the ad thrust the family into the limelight. At the time, Kim Kardashian was just a teen, 15 years
old, to be exact. It was this exposure that inspired the now cutting-edge reality star to learn the law. While the trial made Kardashian a household name, it wasn't a plea for celebrity Kim. Instead, a leaked sex tape of her ex-beau Ray J would be the key to starting his career in Hollywood. This is despite the fact that he already rubs shoulders with Paris Hilton in the public eye! The
tape, which was recorded in 2003, suddenly made its way to the circuit in February 2007. Coincidentally, that was the same year KUWTK debuted. A look at Keeping Up With The Kardashians People can argue all day, even with Kris Jenner's leaked Kim/Ray J sex tape on purpose. No matter what the reality is, the buzz it generated amplified visibility. The show only premiered
eight months after the leak. Just enough time to shock takes, but the K-name is still relevant to households around the world.  Since his humble beginnings, the show has amassed seventeen seasons, dedicated to the fanbase and several accolades, including the People's Choice and Teen Choice Awards. He even won the MTV Movie + TV Award just last year for Best Reality
TV/Franchise. Kardashian doesn't just make money as an actress on the show. She has a lot more going for her (including other TV appearances). Kim Kardashian is an entrepreneur kardashian totally understands what it means to hustle. In June this year, he launched the much-anticipated shapewear line - Kimono. Unfortunately, critics were not thrilled when they felt a line of
disrespect in Japanese culture. Kim agreed to change his name, but it's not a big deal, he's got a bunch of other projects that have gone without problems.  Her younger sis Kylie is the youngest billionaire ever thanks to the success of her cosmetics line, Kylie Cosmetics. She wasn't the first Kardashian-Jenner to enter the fray though. Kim started her Kardashian Beauty cosmetics
line first. He even has a mobile game under his belt, one that paid $71.8 million in revenue in 2015 alone. She also makes money as a model and influencer with an angel and body that Kim has been working on. maintain, its not surprising that he also makes money from his appearance. A peek on her Instagram shows a post dedicated to KKW, her beauty brand, family snaps,
amazing selfies, and of course pro pictures of her modeling gigs. A few weeks ago, she landed on the cover of Vogue Japan. It's important to note that this is far from her first time gracing the cover of an established magazine. With so much buzz surrounding her, Kim also makes a money influencer. His colossal following and established street-cred make him the perfect choice.
Throughout his career, he has been an ambassador for trendy names like Hype Energy and Sugar Bear Hair. He even took home the CFDA Influencer Award this year. At the end of the day, she is also the mother of the fashion-forward beauty mogul doing everything she can to expand her empire. She dabbles in fashion, cosmetics, mobile apps, modeling, influencing, acting, law
and more. But despite the full work schedule, there's one job she always does - parenting. Since Kardashian has been taking over the media ever since KUWTK debuted, it's easy to forget that she has four adorable children and a doting husband at home! This Kardashian sister really is the force to see.  This story originally appeared in Fortune Magazine of Kim Kardashian, a
reality star who recently enjoyed a lucrative foray into the mobile game world, isn't ready for tech yet. Kardashian recently told Adweek that she hopes to have a bigger presence in the tech world in the future. He added:I love coming up with a variety of app ideas, and I still have some that will come out. When you start and you have this creative bug ideas that you want to get out
of, I feel like I'm partnering with the right team, and now I have a creative outlet to make that happen. I'm glad people are involved and perceive it well. His goal for the future: I just want to create more applications. Kardashian's mobile game, Kim Kardashian: Hollywood, raked in $74 million last year, according to Adweek. Despite this success, the company behind the title has
been a financial roller coster. Fortune reported in October that Glu Mobile posted $83.6 million in revenue, up from the previous $22.6 million mark, but below analysts' expectations, sending its share price plummeting. However, the company posted better-than-expected results and saw its stock grow 23% in February. Get a pile of discounts on books you love delivered directly to
your inbox. We have a different book every week and share exclusive offers that you won't find anywhere else. Leverage your business knowledge and achieve your full business potential with the exclusive benefits of Insider. For just $5 a month, get access to premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience, and more! Plus, enjoy FREE 1-year Entrepreneur magazine
Entrepreneur Store scours the web for the latest software, gadgets and web services. Discover our giveaways, bundles, pay what you want deals and more. Keeping Up With The Kardashians star Kim Kardashian has made herself a household name, having opened the book, from the leak of her intimate tape to then boyfriend Ray J for her non-stop interaction with fans on social
media. With her on-and-off-screen antics making her seem so relatable, it's easy to forget that Kim isn't exactly the girl next door - she's a girl gated in a mansion way, way, way down the street. We have gathered his least relatable moments and some of which we have to say the same. Your average relationship starts when flirting leads to courtship, usually meaning both sides
have their best behavior when trying to impress each other. Of course, Kim's not exactly your average girl, so Kanye West had to stand out with countless other guys who wanted to say goodbye to him. Of course, Kanye decided to throw out most of his stuff. In the early days of their relationship, Kanye brought his stylist, Renelou Padora, to Kim's house and looked gleefully as
the fashionista instructed Kim to get rid of many items in designer clothes and accessories. What is dinner and a movie if you can make your beloved throw thousands of dollars in the trash?  We all have these pet beds and nagging fears that we just can't shake, whether we're afraid of public speaking or we're ready to jump on our skin every time we see a spider. What keeps Kim
Kardashian up at night? Bustle. I hate it when women wear the wrong foundation paint. This may be the worst thing on the planet if they wear their makeup too light. You heard it right, folks - a little too dark or too light a foundation is literally the worst thing on the planet.  Isn't swimming such a fun summer activity? Who doesn't like to take a dip in the water on a hot day? Even
reality stars like Kim can't miss out on the opportunity to make a bikini and splash around. Unfortunately, during a family trip to Bora Bora, Kim forgot to take off her diamond earrings before getting in the water and so, the ocean floor was $75,000 richer.  Kris Humphries seemed antithesis of all things Kardashian - a gentle giant from Minnesota who didn't seem eager to kick up
every red carpet in town like some of Kim's other beaus. After a brief courtship, the two married in a lavish ceremony rumoured to have paid $10 million. Then, just 72 days later, Kim decided that the marriage was not for her and filed for divorce. 72 days! Some people keep yogurt in the fridge longer. When Kim was pregnant with her first child, North West, she discovered that
housing another person can take a big toll on her body. Instead of accepting that these things happen like this. Kim revealed to Elle UK that it was probably God punishing her for her arrogance. God did it for a reason. He said, Kim, you think you're so hot, but look what I can do to you. That didn't stop her from trying her hand at motherhood for the second time, giving birth to son
Saint in December 2015. Sure, Kim's life can't be glitz and glamour all the time - she may be rich and famous, but she's still human, as proven in those surprisingly down-to-earth moments: When pregnant with the North, Kim revealed one thing that scares her even more than people wear bad foundations: stretching scars. After Kim admitted that they have her biggest fear of life,
little sister Kendall Jenner immediately noticed one on Kim's side.  Throwing some shapewear can be a real confidence-booster for those of us who don't exactly love every bump and lump of our bodies. However, if they are covered in urine, that's a different story. Kim may seem to have a lot of things thought about, but wearing Spanx without peeing on them is not one of them, a
fact that she admitted to the UK's Love magazine. We're not quite sure why this is such a problem for him, but it certainly makes him seem a lot more down-to-earth - hard but down-to-earth. Whether you love her or hate her, there's no denying that it's hard to turn away the spectacle that is Kim Kardashian.  Kardashian. 
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